Rules of The Stoottroepen

Before entering make sure you have signed at the service desk. The following rules apply for every UnionCard user of the pool facility:

1. A UnionCard needs to be handed over in exchange for a set of balls

2. Neither food or drinks are allowed in the room (nor drugs)

3. It is not allowed to place anything on the tables

4. The costs of any damage to anything within the room, either intentionally or due neglect of signer, will be recovered from signer

5. Cameras are placed within the room and signer agrees to being recorded

6. It is not allowed to transfer the key or set of balls to another person

7. The board of BSV De Stoottroepen keeps the right to deny anyone access of entry

8. Members always have the right to claim a table from non-members if all tables are occupied

9. Anything not stated in this contract which leads to conflict, is left for the board of BSV De Stoottroepen to decide

10. Do not put the cover on the floor and put it back when you leave

If any of these rules are not upheld, the board of BSV De Stoottroepen has the right to permanently ban the perpetrator.